
More details on the Gan Shalom / Religious School classroom & activity space 
 
During the week, we will use this designed-for-children space as the Gan Shalom Pre-K classroom with 
accommodation of up to 25 children. This will free up storage near the kitchen, reduce messiness in the 
hallway, and allow us to create more seating space for informal gatherings. 
 
On Sunday, we will use this as a much-needed Religious school classroom and a venue for activities of 
our newly created youth groups for kids through 7th grade. Throughout the year we will be able to sponsor 
activities such as PJ Library programs or Chanukah & Sukkot art activities (and thus free up space in the 
social hall for food and adults). 
 
This additional room also frees up the back social hall so we can host both our monthly Family dinner and 
Oneg on a Friday evening without rushing around and bumping into each other on Shabbat.  When we 
have a weekend event such as our Welcome Back Brunch, Hanukah Bazaar, Saturday evening fundraiser, 
or Bnai Mitzvah – not to mention during the High Holidays – Gan Shalom and other staff will not need to 
move all furniture and equipment out, only to move it back in time for religious school on Sunday.  
 
Many years ago, when Gan Shalom started to use a section of the back social hall as a classroom, there 
was rarely a need to deconstruct the room and move furniture – perhaps 3 to 4 times a year. With success 
came increased enrollment and we expanded out into the entire back social hall. More activities at Beth 
Shalom translates into more frequent moving, sometimes as much as three times in a month! 

Depending on the program, an “easy” collapse means shoving everything in one corner section of the 
classroom, a job requiring 1.5 teacher hours: a “total” collapse (for simchas or major synagogue events) 
means everything – including heavy rugs, piano, sofa, shelving units, and cubbies – must be moved, using 
2 ½ - 3 teacher hours.  This schlepping can only begin at 3pm when all classrooms are empty. And the 
custodian must reassemble the rooms by early Sunday morning for religious school. 
 
Children deserve a beautifully put together room that fosters their exploration as they learn and grow.  If a 
teacher is anticipating and stressing about the inevitability of moving furniture, she may cut corners in 
creating a developmentally appropriate classroom. It is only because our lead teacher is able bodied and 
strong that she can move all the furniture and collapse the walls. Over the weekend, the custodial staff 
sets up the room based from photographs and diagrams, and though they do a commendable job 
inevitably things get forgotten or misplaced. Teachers must come in in early on Monday to get everything 
situated so that the room is ready for the children.   
 
Collapsing the room has become over the years an immense burden and truly is not in our best interests if 
we want to retain the best and brightest early childhood educators for our children.	
	


